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By Carol Hassler

Books

**Americans with disabilities: practice and compliance manual**
Lawyers Cooperative Publishing, updated 2018
KF 480 .A6 L3

**Special education law in a nutshell**
West Publications
KF 4209.3 .C65 2018

**Special education law and litigation treatise**
LRP Publications
KF 4210 .S4 2002

**Law of schools, students and teachers in a nutshell**
KF 4119.3 .A43 2015

**Education law**
Matthew Bender, updated through 2015
KF 4115 .E38

**IEP and 504 plan legal workshop**
National Business Institute
KFW 2795.9 .H3 I37 2017

**Attorney’s Textbook of Medicine**
Chapter 13, “Dyslexia”
RA 1053 .G73

**The top special education legal mistakes (and how to avoid them)**
KFW 2795.9 .H3 T67 2017

**Early intervention in reading: an overview of research and policy issues**
CRS Report (Updated November 13, 2003)

Websites

**Dyslexia and specific learning disabilities**, Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction

**Special education**, U.S. Department of Education

**International dyslexia association**

**Learning disabilities**, National Institute of Health

**Dyslexia guidance**, U.S. Department of Education

**Education legal topic page**, Wisconsin State Law Library

---

Wisconsin State Law Library
wilawlibrary.gov
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Articles

Claire Raj. *Disability, discipline, and illusory student rights*, UCLA Law Review page 860, issue 4 May 2018


Lesley-Anne Balido-Dean, *An analysis of dyslexic students at the elementary level*, Journal of Case Studies in Education

Wisconsin State Law Library
wilawlibrary.gov
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